Abstract. We discuss the geometry and arithmetic of higher-dimensional analogues of Châtelet surfaces; namely, we describe the structure of their Brauer and Picard groups and show that they can violate the Hasse principle. In addition, we use these varieties to give straightforward generalizations of two recent results of Poonen. Specifically, we prove that, assuming Schinzel's hypothesis, the non-m th powers of a number field are diophantine. Also, given a global field k such that char(k) = p or k contains the p th roots of unity, we construct a (p + 1)-fold that has no k-points and noétale-Brauer obstruction to the Hasse principle.
Introduction
Our goal in this note is to draw attention to a particular class of smooth compactifications of varieties of the form
where K/k is a finite extension of fields with associated norm form N K/k , and P (x) is a polynomial in one variable of degree at least two. The arithmetic of these projective varieties is studied, in essentially this level of generality, in [Ser91, CTSD94, CTSSD98, CT03, CTHS03] . Theorems that apply to this broad class of varieties are relatively difficult to prove. However, one gets significant and strong results by imposing further hypotheses on K/k and P (x). On the one hand, one may require K/k to be a quadratic extension of (say) number fields and P (x) to be a separable polynomial (possibly of high degree), in which case we recover the study of conic bundle surfaces. If further P (x) is of degree 4, then we recover Châtelet surfaces, a class of varieties whose arithmetic is well understood [Châ59, CTS80, CTCS80, CTSSD87a, CTSSD87b] . On the other hand, one can let K/k be more or less arbitrary and then restrict P (x) to have a small number of roots [CTS77, HBS02, CTHS03, CT03] . We specialize in a different direction that is "orthogonal" to the above cases. More precisely, we take k a global field, K/k a cyclic extension of prime degree p, and P (x) a separable polynomial of degree 2p. These pencils of Severi-Brauer varieties coincide with the class of Châtelet surfaces when p = 2; for this reason we refer to these varieties as Châtelet p-folds.
We contend that Châtelet p-folds are the proper high-dimensional generalizations, from both a geometric and an arithmetic perspective, of Châtelet surfaces, and are therefore interesting objects to study. In §2, we give explicit smooth compactifications of their affine models. In §3, we give a complete description of their Picard and Brauer groups. In §4, we construct a Châtelet p-fold over any global field k with µ p ⊆ k or char(k) = p that violates the Hasse principle. We list some further natural arithmetic questions in §6.
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We remark that many ideas and computations involved in our proofs are standard; we record them for the reader's convenience.
1.1. Applications of Châtelet p-folds. Our work suggests that, broadly speaking, any result whose proof uses Châtelet surfaces can be generalized or re-proved using Châtelet pfolds, provided one is willing to assume Schinzel's hypothesis [SS58] ; see §5.1 for a statement of this conjecture over number fields. To illustrate this philosophy, we prove the following theorem on diophantine sets (recall that a subset A ⊆ k is diophantine over k if there is a closed subscheme X ⊆ A m+1 k such that A equals the projection of X(k) under any map k m+1 → k.) Theorem 1.1. Assume Schinzel's hypothesis. For any number field k and any prime p, the set k × \ k ×p is diophantine over k.
The following corollary follows almost immediately.
Corollary 1.2. Assume Schinzel's hypothesis. For any number field k and any natural number m, the set k × \ k ×m is diophantine over k.
Poonen proved Theorem 1.1 for p = 2, unconditionally, using Châtelet surfaces [Poo09b] . Our proof of Theorem 1.1 reduces to his; we require Schinzel's hypothesis to know that the Brauer-Manin obstruction is the only one for certain Châtelet p-folds, namely those for which P (x) splits as a product of two irreducible degree p polynomials [CTSSD98, Examples 1.6] (see also [CTS82] ); this result holds unconditionally when p = 2 by the landmark work of Colliot-Thélène, Sansuc and Swinnerton-Dyer [CTSSD87b] . For an alternative proof of Theorem 1.1 in the case p = 2 and k = Q, see [Koe, Proposition 17] .
In a different direction, Poonen used Châtelet surfaces in a ground-breaking paper to prove the insuffiency of theétale-Brauer set [Poo10] . Specifically, for any global field k of characteristic different from 2, he constructed a 3-fold Y over k that has noétale-Brauer obstruction and yet has no k-rational points. Using Châtelet p-folds, we obtain the following straightforward generalization of Poonen's construction. Theorem 1.3. Let k be any global field such that either k contains the p th roots of unity or char(k) = p. Then there exists a (p + 1)-fold Y such that Y has no k-rational points and has non-emptyétale-Brauer set.
It is worth emphasizing that the significant ideas in the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 are due to Poonen [Poo09b, Poo10] . We include these theorems only to support our claim that Châtelet p-folds are interesting objects, amenable to explicit analysis.
1.2. Notation. Throughout p prime denotes a rational prime. We write µ p for the group of p th roots of unity and ζ p for a fixed a generator for µ p . For a global field k and any finite set S of places of k, we write O k,S for the ring of S-integers. If the characteristic of k is zero, then O k will denote the usual ring of integers. For a place v of k, let k v denote the completion of k at v, let O v denote the ring of integers of k v , and let F v denote the residue field. For a fixed separable closure k s of k, we write G k for the absolute Galois group Gal(k s /k). For a k-scheme X, we write X s for X × k k s .
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Smooth proper models of norm hypersurfaces
Let K/k be a separable finite extension of degree n and let P (x) ∈ k[x] be a separable polynomial of degree dn, where d is a positive integer. Let X 0 be the affine norm hypersurface
. We construct a smooth proper model X of X 0 that extends the map
given by ( z, x) → x to a map X → P 1 . Let E be a rank n + 1 vector sheaf on P 1 k . Given a section s ∈ Γ(P 1 , Sym n (E)), we can construct the n-dimensional variety V (s) ⊆ PE. By choosing a particular E and s, we can ensure that V (s) has an open affine isomorphic to X 0 .
Set
and let s 2 be the homogenization
Proposition 2.1. The scheme X = X K/k,P (x) is smooth over k.
Proof. Since P 1 is smooth over k, X is smooth at all points where X → P 1 is smooth. Thus it remains to show that the singular points in the fibers where P (x) = 0 are smooth points of X. Since P (x) is separable, this follows from the Jacobian criterion.
We refer to X as a degree n normic bundle. As mentioned earlier, we are mainly interested in Châtelet p-folds, i.e. where K/k is a cyclic extension of prime degree p and P (x) has degree 2p.
The Picard and Brauer group of degree p normic bundles
Let K/k be cyclic of prime degree p, let P (x) ∈ k[x] be a separable polynomial of degree d divisible by p, and let X := X K/k,P (x) be a degree p normic bundle.
3.1. The Picard group. Proposition 3.1. The geometric Picard group of X is of rank d(p − 1) + 2 and is freely generated by a smooth fiber, (p −1) of the components of each degenerate fiber, and a section. The group Pic X s fits into the following (non-split) exact sequence of Galois modules.
where α i is a root of P (x) for all i.
Proof. Let (X s ) η be the generic fiber of the map X s → P 1 . We have the following exact sequence
where N is the subgroup generated by the vertical divisors. Since (X s ) η is a Severi-Brauer variety, Pic(X s ) η ∼ = Z, with trivial Galois action. The proposition follows because the degenerate fibers of X lie over the roots of P (x) and consist of the union of p-hyperplanes, all conjugate by elements of Gal(K/k).
3.2. The Brauer group of degree p normic bundles. We use the cohomological description of the Brauer group, namely Br X := H 2 et (X, G m ). Note that since X is a quasiprojective variety over a field, Br X is isomorphic to the group of Azumaya algebras over X up to Morita equivalence [dJ] .
Let K/k be a finite cyclic extension of fields of degree p, and fix a generator σ of Gal(K/k). Write K[x] σ for the "twisted" polynomial ring, where
Theorem 3.2. Let P (x) be a separable polynomial and let P i (x) be the monic irreducible factors for i = 1, . . . , m. Let c ∈ k × be such that P (x) = c P i (x). Denote deg P i by d i . Let K/k be a cyclic extension of prime degree and let X := X K/k,P (x) . If the splitting field of each P i (x) is not equal to K/k, then the map
is a group isomorphism. Otherwise, we may assume that the splitting field of P 1 (x) is equal to K. In this case the above map is a surjection, and the kernel is generated by e 1 := (1, 0, . . . , 0).
Proof. This argument is a generalization of [Sko01, Props. 7.1.1 & 7.1.2]. We use the exact sequence of low-degree terms from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
Since (X η ) s is rational, Br(X η ) s = 0 and Pic(X η ) s = Z with a trivial Galois action. The quotient group Pic ((X η ) s ) G k(x) / Pic X η has order dividing p, and (χ K , P (x)) generates the order p kernel Br k(x) → Br X η . Thus we have
We remark that this isomorphism also shows that Br X s = 0, so Br X/ Br k ∼ = H 1 (G k , Pic X s ). We will return to this later.
If
n i ) is everywhere unramified and hence is an element of Br X. If char(k) = p, then we must prove this "by hand", meaning that we first find open sets U i and elements A i ∈ Br k(X), regular on U i , such that A = A i in Br k(X) and then we use Lemma 3.4 below. One can construct these representatives A i by using the the fact that (χ K , P (x)) is trivial in Br k(X); see [Poo09a, Vir11] for examples in the Châtelet surface case.
Combined with isomorphism (3.2), the fact that these elements are unramified implies that the map (n i )
n i ) p is well-defined. One can check that the kernel is generated by (1, 1, . . . , 1) and, if K/k is not disjoint from the splitting field of P (x), by e 1 . It remains to prove that the map is surjective.
Taking cohomology of (3.1), we obtain
Using the explicit generators given in Proposition 3.1 and [Cor07, Lemma 3.1], one can check that
is exact and that H 1 (G k , N) has the desired cardinality. This shows that the map (n i )
n i ) p is surjective, completing the proof.
Theorem 3.2 allows us to prove the following Corollary, which can also be deduced from [CTHS03, Proposition 3.5]; see Remark 3.5 for further details.
Corollary 3.3. If P (x) is irreducible or the product of two irreducible polynomials, each of which has degree prime to p, then for any cyclic degree p extension K/k, the Brauer group of X K/k,P (x) consists only of constant algebras. In particular, there is no Brauer-Manin obstruction to the Hasse principle or weak approximation on X K/k,P (x) .
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 3.2 above and in Case 2 of Proposition 4.1 below in lieu of the Purity Theorem, when char k = p, to deal with the p-torsion of X K/k,P (x) . We are grateful to Jean-Louis Colliot-Thélène for outlining the proof.
Lemma 3.4. Let X be a regular, integral, quasi-compact scheme. Suppose there is a Zariski open cover {U i } of X, together with elements α i ∈ Br U i such that α i = α j (all i and j) when viewed as elements of Br k(X) under the natural inclusion Br U i → Br k(X). Then there is an element α ∈ Br X that restricts to α i under the natural inclusion Br X → Br U i for all i.
Proof. Let i : Spec k(X) → X be the inclusion of the generic point, and let X (1) be the set of closed integral subschemes of X of codimension 1. For x ∈ X (1) , write i x : Spec κ(x) → X for the inclusion of the generic point. The short exact sequence ofétale sheaves on X
gives rise to a long exact sequence in cohomology 
Here the top row comes from the low-degree exact sequence associated to the Leray spectral sequence for the morphism i : Spec k(x) → X, and we use the equality R 1 i * G m,k(X) = 0, which follows from Hilbert's Theorem 90. The bottom row is obtained similarly using the Zariski cover {U i } of X, and the map ∆ is the diagonal embedding. Exactness of the last column is just part of the (étale) sheaf axiom for R 2 i * G m,k(X) . Using the analog of the sequence (3.3) for each U i , we see that the α i ∈ Br U i together give an element of i H 2 et (U i , i * G m,k(X) ) whose image in i Br k(U i ) is contained in the image of the map ∆. A diagram chase shows that this element can be lifted to H 2 et (X, i * G m,k(X) ), and by hypothesis, this element is in the kernel of the residue map in (3.3). The lemma follows immediately.
Remark 3.5. In [CTHS03] , Colliot-Thélène, Harari, and Skorobogatov give smooth partial compactifications of the affine varieties (2.1) and study the Picard and Brauer groups of these partial compactifications. Their results, applied to our compactification, already show that there is an inclusion of the Brauer group
.
See in particular [CTHS03, Proposition 2.5].
A Châtelet p-fold that violates the Hasse principle
Proposition 4.1. Fix a prime p. Let k be any global field such that either µ p ⊆ k or char(k) = p. Then there exists a Châtelet p-fold X over k that violates the Hasse principle.
Proof. This is a straightforward generalization of a construction of Poonen [Poo09a, § §5&11] if µ p ⊆ k, and of [Vir11] if char(k) = p. We outline the specific necessary modifications for the reader's convenience. Case 1a: µ p ⊆ k, char(k) = 0 Let N be such that for any finite field F of cardinality greater than N, any smooth degree p plane curve over F has at least 3p + 1 F-points. By the Chebotarev density theorem and global class field theory, we can find b ∈ O k , generating a prime ideal, such that b ≡ 1 (mod (1 − ζ p ) 2p−1 O k ) and #F b > N. Similarly, we can find a ∈ O k , generating a prime
and #F a > N. Let c ∈ O k be such that b | (ac + 1) and let K be the degree p Kummer extension k p √ ab . Let X be the smooth projective model of
We claim that X has a Brauer-Manin obstruction to the Hasse principle, given by the cyclic algebra (χ K , x p + c). The proof proceeds exactly as in [Poo09a, §5] : for the existence of local points, c.f. Case 2: char(k) = p. Let F denote the constant field of k and let n denote the order of F × . Fix a prime p of k of degree prime to p and let S = {p}. Let γ ∈ F be such that
. By the Chebotarev density theorem we can find elements a, b ∈ O k,S that generate prime ideals of degree divisible by p and degree prime to p, respectively, such that a ≡ γ (mod b 2 O k,S ). These conditions imply that v p (a) is equivalent to 0 (mod p) and negative and that v p (b) is prime to p and negative.
Define
, and let X be the Châtelet surface given by
p ) all represent the same class in Br k(X), so by Lemma 3.4, we have A ∈ Br X. We claim that X has a Brauer-Manin obstruction to the Hasse principle given by the element A. The proof proceeds exactly as in [Vir11] 5.1. Diophantine Sets. Our goal in this subsection is to prove Theorem 1.1. We first need to generalize a few results from [Poo09b] . Throughout this section k is a number field.
Lemma 5.1. Fix P (x) ∈ k[x] a separable polynomial of degree divisible by p, and let α ∈ k × . Let K denote the cyclic extension k( p √ α) and let X := X K/k,P (x) . Fix a non-trivial character χ K of Gal(K/k). Then there is a finite set of places S, depending on P (x) but not α, such that if v / ∈ S, Br X = Br k, and v(α) = 0 (mod p), then
is surjective.
Proof. Let Q(x) be such that A := (χ K , Q(x)) is a non-trivial element in Br X/ Br k. (All elements of Br X/ Br k are of this form by Theorem 3.2.) Then there exists a finite set of places S, depending only on P (x) such that for all v / ∈ S, the variety Y
has a smooth F v -point (and hence a k v -point), where β is any v-adic unit. Let S be as above, and take v / ∈ S, α ∈ k × such that v(α) ≡ 0 (mod p). Take Theorem 5.2. Let P (x) ∈ k[x] be a nonconstant separable polynomial of degree divisible by p. Then there are at most finitely many classes in k × /k ×p represented by α ∈ k × such that there is a Brauer-Manin obstruction to the Hasse principle for X α,P (x) .
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.1. For the reader's convenience, we first state Schinzel's hypothesis (c.f. [CTSD94, §4] ).
Schinzel's hypothesis for number fields: Let k be a number field, and let P i (t) ∈ k[t] be irreducible polynomials for i = 1, . . . , n. Let S be a finite set of places of k containing all archimedean places, all finite places v where P i (t) ∈ O v [t] for some i, and all finite places above a prime p that is less than or equal to the degree of N k/Q ( i P i (t)).
Given elements λ v ∈ k v for all v ∈ S, there exists a λ ∈ k such that (1) v(λ) ≥ 0 for all v / ∈ S, (2) λ is arbitrarily close to λ v for all finite v ∈ S, (3) λ is arbitrarily large in every archimedean completion. (4) For all i, there is at most one place v i / ∈ S such that P i (λ) / ∈ k × v , and at v i , P i (λ) is a uniformizing parameter.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 5.3, we may assume without loss of generality that µ p ⊆ k. By Case 1(a) of the proof of Proposition 4.1, there is a Kummer extension K := k p √ ab of k and a Châtelet p-fold X 1 associated to the affine variety
that fails to satisfy the Hasse principle on account of a Brauer-Manin obstruction. For t ∈ k × , let X t be the Châtelet p-fold associated to the affine variety
and let f t : U t → A 1 k be the map ( z, x) → x. We claim that the following statements are equivalent:
(i) U t has a k-point.
(ii) X t has a k-point. Proof of Corollary 1.2. For any integer m ≥ 2, let A m = k × \ k ×m . By Theorem 1.1, for any prime p, the set A p is diophantine over k. We show first that A p n is diophantine for any rational prime p and n ≥ 1 by induction on n. The case n = 1 is true by hypothesis. Now note that A p n+1 = A p ∪ { t p : t ∈ A p n }, and that the union of finitely many diophantine sets is diophantine. Let m = p 
Open Problems
Colliot-Thélène, Sansuc and Swinnerton-Dyer proved unconditionally that for Châtelet surfaces the Brauer-Manin obstruction to the Hasse principle and weak approximation is the only one [CTSSD87a, CTSSD87b] . Colliot-Thélène, Skorobogatov, and Swinnerton-Dyer proved the same results for Châtelet p-folds (and other varieties), assuming Schinzel's hypothesis [CTSSD98] . This suggests the following problem.
Problem 6.1. Prove unconditionally that the Brauer-Manin obstruction is the only obstruction to the Hasse principle and weak approximation for Châtelet p-folds.
The difficulty of applying known methods to prove the sufficiency of the Brauer-Manin obstruction (e.g. universal torsors and the descent machinery [CTS87] ) seems to grow with p. This suggests that a solution to this problem will require some new insight.
In a more geometric direction, Colliot-Thélène, Coray, and Sansuc proved that certain types of Châtelet surfaces are k-unirational if there is a k-point [CTCS80] when k is a number field. In [CTSSD87b, Proposition 8.3 ], this result is generalized to arbitrary Châtelet surfaces over fields of characteristic 0. (We note that for arbitrary conic bundles, proving k-unirationality is quite difficult; for some special cases see [Mes94a, Mes94b, Mes96] .) Additionally, work of Kollár shows that the same statement holds for Châtelet p-folds when k is a local field of characteristic 0 [Kol99, Corollary 1.8]. This leads us to the following natural question.
Problem 6.2. Let k be a number field. Does the existence of a k-point imply k-unirationality for Châtelet p-folds, perhaps under some assumptions on the factorization of P (x)?
